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Since 1997 Bio-Synergy has been committed
to developing innovative, high quality sports
supplements that are produced in the UK to
the highest standards to ensure that they are
effective and taste great.

BIO-SYNERGY.UK

01- 0204- 03Since 1997 we have been
manufacturing in the
UK to the highest
standards.

Bio-Synergy has received endorsements
from many of the world’s leading athletes
and sports governing bodies, but have
NEVER paid for them.

Bio-Synergy is an independent
company that is run by the
founder and team of dedicated
lovers of all things fitness.

Bio-Synergy has developed many
products that are now considered industry
norms, such firsts include Creatine
capsules, All in Ones and Pre-workouts.
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WE NEVER
COMPROMISE
ON QUALITY

New PRODUCTS
IMMUNE BOOSTER®
ULTIMATE IMMUNE BOOSTER.

High strength immune stimulating blend of antiviral botanical’s with zinc & vitamin c.

Take three capsules a day with water. Do not
exceed recommended daily dose.

x90

DIRECTIONS

Bo-Synergy immune booster combines a patented blend of natural ingredients including Echinacea and Astragalus root with the immune
boosting benefits of Vitamin C and Zinc, so if you want to give yourself a natural boost or are feeling run-down then this is the ideal
supplement.

VITAMIN C®
BOOST & PROTECT.

Take one capsule a day with water.

x100

DIRECTIONS

Did you know that Vitamin C is one of the most researched vitamins supported by a number of scientific studies which have proven the following:
• Vitamin C contributes to the normal function of the immune system
• Vitamin C contributes to the normal functioning of the nervous system
• Vitamin C contributes to normal pyschological function
• Vitamin C contributes to normal energy-yielding metabolism

E.A.A BLEND®

HIGH PERFORMANCE VEGAN BLEND.
If you’re training at a high intensity, this is the ideal amino acid supplement for you. Bio-Synergy Essential Amino Acids Powder is a premium
vegan combination of the essential amino acids that the body needs, in the precise ratio for optimum muscle growth, energy and recovery.
Every serving gives you 12g of high performance EAA’s.

Mix 1 scoop with 100ml -200ml water and drink
before and during exercise.

360g

BLUE RASPBERRY

DIRECTIONS

As it also refreshing it’s perfect before, during or after your workouts when you need to kick-start your recovery.

KETO FUEL®

HIGH PERFORMANCE MCT FORMULA.
If you are following a keto diet then this super versatile powder is an ideal supplement, it can be added to coffee, protein powder or
smoothies.

Add serving (10g) to 100ml water, coffee, a
smoothie or protein shake. Looking for some
inspiration or feeling more adventurous check
out some keto recipes on our FitHub.

200g

DIRECTIONS

Studies suggest that MCT’s (medium chain triglycerides) support weight loss by increasing fullness, fat loss, energy burning, ketone production
and by improving your gut environment.
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DUALFUEL™
SHAKER

THE CONVENIENCE OF TWO PRE-MADE
DRINKS OR THE ABILITY TO STORE ANY
TWO ITEMS KNOWING THAT THEY ARE
SECURE.

750ml

The Bio-Synergy™ Dual Fuel™ Shaker Bottle
combines style with convenience. Uniquely,
the Dual Fuel™ bottle is effectively split in
half, creating two completely separate mixing
compartments.
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BCAA POWDER

HIGHEST PERFORMANCE 2.1.1 PRE-WORKOUT.

Bio-Synergy BCAA powder is a great pre, post or
intra workout supplement. But we feel it’s most
beneficial before a workout to help maxmise your
training.

RASPBERRY

360g
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If you’re hitting the weights hard or training at a high intensity,
this is the essential amino acid supplement. Every serving
gives you 5g of high performance BCAAs, as well as beta
alanine, caffeine and taurine.

WATERMELON
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Protein shakes & Bars
WHEY HEY®

THE DELICIOUS PROTEIN POWERHOUSE.
If you’re pushing yourself hard in your sport, Whey Hey® is the protein punch your muscles need to recover and grow. With 21.4g protein per
serving and 4.8g BCAAs, it’s an exceptionally good quality source of whey protein.

WATERMELON

PEANUT

Add one heaped scoop to 250ml - 300ml of
water, milk or your favourite smoothie. Why
not mix things up and add it to your baking
or cooking.

2.25kg

COCONUT

908g

COFFEE

DIRECTIONS

What’s more, Whey Hey® is probably the UK’s first 100% natural whey powder made from all natural flavourings, colourings, sweeteners and
ingredients.

LEAN & GREEN®
100% NATURAL VEGAN PROTEIN.

Being vegan or vegetarian doesn’t mean compromising on your performance goals. Get the results you’re dreaming of with Lean & Green® –
one of the most powerful vegan proteins you’ll find anywhere. Our unique formula packs in 22g protein per 30g serving with no sugar and just
2.3g fat.

PEANUT

CHOC MINT
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Add 1 serving (30g scoop) to 200-300ml of water,
smoothie or juice. Best enjoyed 20-30 minutes before
training, post workout and in the morning. Take 2-3
servings per day for maximum results.

908g

BUTTERSCOTCH

DIRECTIONS

Lean & Green® is developed from the highest quality natural ingredients, which include pea protein isolate and brown rice protein.

SKINNY PROTEIN®
GAIN THE MUSCLE, LOSE THE FAT.

Is it possible to pack on muscle size without getting too bulky? If you’ve ever asked this question, Skinny Protein® is made just for you. It’s low
in calories, fat and sugar but crammed full of quality whey, with 23.4g protein in every scoop.

VANILLA
2019

Add one heaped scoop to 250ml - 300ml of water,
milk or your favourite smoothie. Why not mix things up
and add it to your baking or cooking.

700g

DIRECTIONS

Skinny Protein® also helps you control how much you eat during the day. The high protein content and thick consistency give you a
satisfyingly full tummy, so you’re less hungry in between meals.

pre-workout
INSANITY®

EXPLOSIVE PRE-WORKOUT POWER.
Want the workout of your life? Get the pump you need to crush another set, lift heavier and take your workout to a whole new level.
This is Insanity!

CHERRY
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For the best results, take one serving 10-15 minutes
before your workout. Can be used daily before or
as part of any exercise regime. Add one 5g scoop
to water or fruit juice for an explosive workout, or go
insane and add two.

250g

DIRECTIONS

Our explosive pre-workout powder is a combination of creatine monohydrate, arginine AAKG, beta alanine, caffeine, taurine, riboflavin,
vitamin B6 and pantothenic acid – all the best ingredients to super-charge your performance.

wellbeing
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As recommend by James
Cracknell OBE, rowing
champion and double
Olympic gold medalist
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BIO-SYNERGY.UK

